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10th international university prize for a student travel journal 2024 

 

Contest rules 
 
 
Article 1: Organisation 
The 10th International University Prize for the Student Travel Journal is organized by the University of 
Clermont Auvergne in partnership with the association “Il Faut Aller Voir”. 
 
Article 2: Who can participate? 
The contest is open to all people registered in a higher education establishment in France or abroad, 
regardless of their nationality and without age limit, excluding registration as an « auditor ». 
 
Article 3: Calendar 
 

• Deadline for online registrations: october 21th, 2024 

• Deadline for receiving the journal at Clermont Auvergne University : october 25th, 2024 

• Jury deliberation: october 30th, 2024 

• Award ceremony « Rendez‐vous International du carnet de voyage » in Clermont-Ferrand 
Friday November 15th, 2024 

 
Article 4: What kind of travel journal can be submitted? 
The Travel journal must transcribe, in text and image, an experience from a trip, a journey or the discovery 
of a culture, giving free rein to the sense of observation and the creativity of its author. It can result from a 
personal trip, an exchange abroad as part of a course, a study trip or even a trip to the field. Journal produced 
by tandems or groups of students, for example combining the views of French and international students, 
are also accepted. 
The travel diary must be produced on original media, in the language(s) chosen by the author. 
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Article 5: How to participate? 
Registration for the competition is carried out online on the University Culture Service website, until October 
21th, 2024, using an application submission form. 
The participant subsequently undertakes to send the original of their journal, accompanied by a photocopy 
of their student card, to the following address: 
 

Service Université Culture 
« Carnet de Voyage » 

29, boulevard Gergovia - TSA 20406 
63001 Clermont-Ferrand Cedex 1 

 
until October 25th, 2024 inclusive, postmark as proof. 
A participant can send several journals. A travel journal already offered in a previous edition of this 
competition cannot be offered again. 
 
Article 6: Respect for copyright 
Copyright credits must be acquired (author, title, etc.). The production of these travel diaries can either be 
created from material elements produced specifically for the occasion, or be carried out by combining or 
exploiting elements already existing but free of all rights. Participants are fully responsible for their works. In 
the event of non‐compliance with copyright relating to images and any reproduction whatsoever, Clermont 
Auvergne University reserves the right to suspend publication and to consider the production as inadmissible. 
 
Article 7: Transfer of reproduction and adaptation rights 
The authors of the journal graciously authorize the Clermont Auvergne University to digitize and reproduce 
all or part of their journal for publication on its various communication media. In return, Clermont Auvergne 
University undertakes to explicitly mention the names of the authors, their establishment at the time of 
producing the journal, the title of the works used, and the year of their creation. Clermont Auvergne 
University also undertakes to inform the authors of any publication of these reproductions; in the event of 
publication on the internet, it will provide the authors with the link to the page(s) concerned; in the event of 
publication in paper form, it will keep a copy available to authors who request it. 
 
Article 8: Use of notebooks for research 
The authors of the travel journals authorize the Clermont Auvergne University to make the digitized version 
of their notebooks available to researchers who request it, for consultation and possible citation in the 
context of university studies. Clermont Auvergne University undertakes to ensure that the right to quote is 
done in accordance with the rules, will inform the authors of the cited works and provide them with the link 
to the publication. 
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Article 9: Liability 
The organizers cannot be held responsible if, following an event of force majeure, the international university 
prize for the travel journal had to be cancelled, postponed or modified, as well as any loss, delay or damage 
in the delivery of the productions. 
 
Article 10: Selection of winners 
A jury is responsible for evaluating the productions. The winner(s) will be selected according to the following 
criteria: production, originality and presentation. 
The winning prize is the awarding of an international student university prize in the amount of €500. 
For the award of the international student university prize, any travel, accommodation and catering costs 
will be covered by the UCA. 
 
If applicable, a « favorite prize » from the University’s Department of International Relations and La 
Francophonie may be awarded. Its amount is 250 €. 
 
Article 11: Composition of the jury 

The jury is generally made up of: 
• the vice-president in charge of University Life 
• the student vice-president of UCA 
• three UCA students, 
• two teachers from UCA 
• a representative of the University Culture Service 
• the director of University Life service or her representative 
• a representative of the International Relations and Francophonie Department 
• a representative of the association « Il faut aller voir » 
• a representative of the CROUS of Clermont-Ferrand 
 

Article 12: Return of the journal 
Participants undertake to leave their travel journal until the end of the 2024/2025 academic year at the 

disposal of the Clermont Auvergne University so that their journal can be exhibited in the Rendez‐Vous 

International du Carnet de Voyage from Clermont Ferrand (from November 15 to 17, 2024 at Polydôme) and 

digitized by the UCA services. 

The journals will be returned by post but can be collected directly on request. 

 

 

 


